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This paper presents the design and implementation of a scalable laser ranger finder (LRF) based prototype
system, which enables distance measurement and precise localization of multiple UAVs in real-time. The
system consists of a telescope and camera as the image acquisition components, supplemented by an LRF
and a fast steering mirror (FSM) to obtain the distance measurement. By combining the optical path of
the camera and the LRF through a dichroic mirror, the LRF is accurately aligned by the FSM based on
the angular position of a UAV within the camera field of view. The implemented prototype successfully
demonstrates distance measurements of up to 4 UAVs with a bandwidth of 14 Hz per object. © 2022 Optical

Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION1

The popularity of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)2

has grown exponentially over the past several3

years [1]. Unfortunately, the commercial success is4

accompanied by a simultaneous growth of incidents5

in safety critical areas. Airports, for instance, are6

highly vulnerable to undetected UAVs as an occur-7

rence around the Los Angeles International Airport8

shows, where a commercial jet almost collided with9

a UAV during approach [2]. In 2015 multiple UAVs10

were sighted in the proximity of several nuclear11

power plants in France [3] and studies on the threat12

posed by UAVs to the mentioned facilities highlight13

the necessity of deployment of appropriate techno-14

logical solutions for detection and neutralization [4].15

Besides the apparent threat to critical infrastructure,16

UAVs are versatile tools for the smuggling of goods17

across state boarders or in and out of prisons [5, 6].18

Furthermore, recent developments in the control of19

multiple drones as swarms may revolutionize future20

threat scenarios as for example multiple UAVs flying21

in close formation increase the chance of reaching22

the desired destination through redundancy [7, 8].23

Given the rising number of UAVs sold every year24

paired with the alarming amount of reported25

incidents, development and installation of UAV26

reconnaissance systems for precise UAV localization27

are paramount to prepare appropriate defensive28

countermeasures.29

30

Various UAV detection and distance measurement31

methods have been researched extensively over the32

past decade. Radio frequency detection for example33

exploits the communication link between operator34

and the UAV to localize targets over distances of35

5 km with accuracies of about 5◦ [9, 10]. Similar UAV36

localization accuracies over distances up to 600 m37

are achievable by the usage of acoustic microphone38

arrays recording the ambient sound and applying39

suitable signal analysis methods [11, 12]. While40

being able to detect multiple objects simultaneously,41

the achieved accuracies do not allow precise localiza-42

tion needed for directed countermeasures.43

Electro-optical systems use cameras to capture44

images and reconnaissance of UAVs is performed45

by advanced computer vision algorithms [13] with46

operational ranges for typical systems going up to47
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2 km [14]. Estimations through a monocular vision48

approach are possible by applying for example pose49

estimation using a skeleton model of the UAV [15]50

or using deep neural networks [16], however51

the localization accuracy suffers greatly for long52

ranges [17]. Stereo vision provides better results for53

distance measurements and is used for autonomous54

driving, robotics and 3D building mapping [18]. For55

accurate measurements over long distances, the two56

cameras need to be displaced further away, which57

makes the system more complex.58

RADAR actively sends out a signal as radio wave59

and acquires the distance to an object by measuring60

the signal reflected by the target. It has been shown61

that RADAR is capable of detecting even small62

objects like consumer UAVs over distances of several63

kilometres [19]. Whereas detection is possible, object64

tracking is not reliable as it heavily depends on65

the objects radar cross section and the surrounding66

terrain [14].67

Methods based on the time of flight (ToF) principle68

are emitting an electro-magnetic wave and measur-69

ing the reflected signal to infer the distance [20].70

LiDAR, is one example for a ToF measurement,71

which is often used for autonomous vehicular72

applications [21] and has been applied to measure73

the distance to UAVs [22, 23]. Flashing LiDAR uses74

a diverging laser, which illuminates the whole field75

of view (FoV) and the reflected signal is measured76

by a matrix of photodiodes [24]. Flashing LiDAR77

cameras exist with operational ranges of up to78

1000 m, nevertheless, the achievable resolution is79

low and does not allow to detect small objects80

like UAVs over long distances [25]. Rotating and81

scanning LiDAR are modifications to achieve82

longer distances by using collimated laser beams83

with little divergence and sequentially measuring84

the field of view (FoV) [26]. Studies have been85

conducted using rotating LiDAR to detect UAVs [22],86

concluding that the resolution depends on the87

number of vertical sensors in the receiver array.88

Scanning LiDAR extends the operational range to89

a few kilometres [27, 28], however, sequentially90

measuring a large FoV is time consuming and not91

suited to localize small and fast moving objects.92

The combination of ranging with optical imaging93

systems has been studied extensively to generate94

terrain maps with topography information [29]95

and for atmospheric remote sensing [30, 31]. To96

measure the distance to UAVs, bi-axial systems have97

been proposed consisting of a dome equipped with98

a camera and laser ranger finder (LRF)s aiming99

at the center of the camera FoV [32]. To obtain100

a measurement, the dome has to align the object101

within the center of the camera FoV, which limits102

the achievable bandwidth of the system making a103

real-time multi-object distance measurement infea-104

sible. Generally, sensor fusion is applied to build105

holistic UAV detection and localization systems106

combining the strengths of various approaches, for107

example RADAR or acoustics to detect an object and108

electro-optics for the visual confirmation. [33–35]109

Nonetheless, an accurate long distance localization110

of multiple objects in real-time is still challenging111

with the described methods.112

113

The contribution of this paper is the integration114

of a steerable LRF with a telescope system, which115

enables multi-UAV distance measurement by aiming116

the LRF with an FSM towards a UAV position ex-117

tracted within a camera frame. The laser transmitter118

and camera optical path are combined by a dichroic119

mirror, merging the visual and the infrared light, al-120

lowing real-time alignment of the LRF. The article121

is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the pro-122

posed concept and implemented system. In Section 3123

the required laser power is analysed and in Section 4124

the distance measurement strategy is discussed in125

more detail. Finally, the experiments and results are126

shown in Section 5 followed by concluding remarks127

in Section 6.128

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION129

The main components of the system are the camera130

and telescope for image acquisition [36], the LRF for131

distance measurements and further optical elements132

for the alignment of visual and laser light paths. The133

key advantage of the proposed concept is the possi-134

bility to obtain the distance to an object by a single135

LRF measurement, as the laser beam is overlapping136

with the optical path of the visual light as indicated137

by the violet lines in Fig. 1a. The combination of the138

two light beams is facilitated by a dichroic mirror,139

which is transparent for wavelengths of the visible140

spectrum and reflective for infrared light. Objects,141

like UAVs, are extracted from camera frames by the142

usage of computer vision algorithms and based on143

the position within an image, the LRF beam direc-144

tion is adjusted by a fast steering mirror (FSM). By145

applying this idea, no scanning of the FoV is required146
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(a) Schematic overview of the optical setup.

F/1.96 Newton 

Telescope

LRF

CMOS Camera

FSM

STM32 Controller

(b) Illustration of the implemented system.

Fig. 1. Overview of the optical setup consisting of a custom built Newtonian telescope and a commercially
available CMOS camera for image acquisition. (a) Schematic overview: The LRF LiDAR-Lite v3 is used
to measure the distance to a UAV and the LRF transmit beam is steered by an OIM102 FSM. The optical
paths of the visual (blue) and infrared light (red) are merged by a dichroic mirror (violet). Table 1 shows
details about the used components. (b) Image of the implemented small scale prototype: A STM32 Nucleo-
64 controller board is responsible for interfacing and controlling the LRF and the FSM.

to find objects and the distance is obtained by a sin-147

gle LRF measurement. Finally, the proposed optical148

setup can be attached to a mount allowing pan and149

tilt motion to observe a 360◦ area, whereas simulta-150

neous distance measurement is possible for objects151

within the field of view of the telescope [36]. The152

FSM based laser steering system allows fast acquisi-153

tion and hence, distance measurements as soon as the154

object is within the field of view of the camera and155

detected by the computer vision algorithm. Rigidly156

mounted LRFs require a centering procedure of the157

telescope to enable the position measurement [32],158

which may be a time consuming procedure in case159

of multiple UAVs. Furthermore, the mount may be160

used to pan and tilt to another UAV or group of UAVs161

of interest.162

A. System Components163

To demonstrate the concept, a small scale prototype164

system is implemented as shown in Fig. 1b. The165

LiDAR-Lite v3 (Garmin, USA) is selected as an LRF,166

which has a maximum measurement range of 40 m167

and is operated at an update rate of 117 Hz. The168

laser beam has a wavelength of 905 nm at a beam169

divergence of 8 mrad. The peak power of the LRF170

is 1.3 W with a pulse duration of 500 ns. The com-171

munication to the LRF is established via an inter-172

Table 1. Sizes and focal lengths of the optical lenses
and mirrors used in the setup.

Name Diameter Focal length

Dichroic mirror 12.7 mm

Secondary mirror 12.7 mm

FSM 50.8 mm

M 50.8 mm 100 mm

L1 50.8 mm 100 mm

L2 50.8 mm 100 mm

L3 23 mm 50 mm

L4 50.8 mm 125 mm

integrated circuit (I2C) interface. For an accurate and173

quick laser alignment the OIM102 (Optics In Mo-174

tion, USA) FSM is responsible, which has an me-175

chanical range of ± 1.5◦ and a −3 dB bandwidth176

of 750 Hz for reference signals of 1.5 millidegrees.177

To control the FSM and the LRF, a custom build ex-178

tension board is designed for a STM32 Nucleo-64179

(MB1136) board (STMicroelectronics, Switzerland).180
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A CMOS camera (Ailipu Technology Inc., China)181

is used to capture images with a sensor width of182

5.76 mm and height of 4 mm. The camera provides183

24 frames per second (FPS) and is run with a res-184

olution of 640 x 480 pixels. To focus the light on185

the camera sensor a Newtonian telescope with a fo-186

cal length of 100 mm and a 2 inch aperture size is187

built. The focal ratio of f/1.96 is used as it allows188

a wide FoV for short ranges complementary to the189

achieved distances by the LRF. Finally, the combina-190

tion of infrared and visual light is facilitated through191

a partly reflective and partly transmissive dichroic192

mirror. For the setup the DMSP805T (Thorlabs Inc,193

Germany) half inch short short-pass dichronic mir-194

ror is selected, which has a cut-off wavelength of195

805 nm. Below the cutoff wavelength the mirror is196

transmissive and wavelengths above this threshold197

are reflected. The system is easily scalable to longer198

operational distances by selecting a more powerful199

long range LRF and an adequate telescope.200

3. SYSTEM ANALYSIS201

In this section, the influence of an offset between the202

optical paths between the camera and LRF are dis-203

cussed justifying the proposed concept. Additionally,204

a model is presented for required laser power and the205

achievable measurement distances for the prototype206

system.207

A. Laser to Camera Offset208

For the design of a system, which optically detects209

and subsequently measures the distance to a UAV210

using an LRF, the offset d between the path of the211

camera light and the laser is crucial. A simple solu-212

tion is by placing the LRF close to the optical aper-213

ture [32] as depicted in Fig. 2a. The minimal distance214

Rm for which an object with a diameter of w is fully215

illuminated by a laser beam is given by216

Rm =
d + w

2
tan(θt)

, (1)

where d is the LRF to camera offset of 0.1 m. Us-217

ing the LiDAR-Lite v3 as an LRF of the small scale218

system with a beam divergence of 8 mrad, an object219

with a diagonal dimension of 0.05 m, correspond-220

ing to the surface area of the body of a front facing221

DJI Mini 2 excluding the rotors, will be fully illumi-222

nated in a distance of 15.6 m. Below this distance,223

the object is illuminated only partly, resulting in less224

Camera
LRF

d

Rm

Telescope

(a) Offset d between optical paths of camera and LRF.

Camera

LRF Telescope

(b) No offset between optical paths of camera and LRF.

Fig. 2. The optical path of the camera and the LRF
are separated by a distance d (a). An object of size
w is fully illuminated in distances greater than
Rm. Below this distance, a correct measurement is
not guaranteed, as most of the laser beam is miss-
ing the target. Reducing the beam divergence θt
increases the distance Rm. To overcome these prob-
lems, the optical path of the camera and the LRF
are merged (b). The distance to the UAV can be ob-
tained by a single LRF measurement. Reducing the
beam divergence θt has no negative effect on the
operational range of the system and can even in-
crease the measurement distance for small objects.

reflected laser power, which degrades the measure-225

ment quality. In a distance below 9.4 m the object is226

completely missed. For an upscaled system covering227

long measurement distances, similarly the camera to228

laser offset leads to a potential target miss. To enable229

measurements over the whole range, the epipolar230

line, being the blue line in Fig. 2a, has to be scanned231

at a cost of reduced system bandwidth, as multiple232

LRF measurements are necessary to find the object in233

the first place. Another approach is to combine the234

two optical paths of the laser beam and the camera235

as presented in Section 2 and in Fig. 2b, which au-236

tomatically aligns the laser with the camera image.237

While the optical system of Fig. 2b is more complex238

and leads to an increased optical loss, the configura-239

tion allows high bandwidth, which is indefensible240

for real-time distance measurement.241

B. Laser Power242

A crucial design parameter for the ToF principle is the243

required laser peak power, as it directly influences244

the light intensity hitting the object and therefore245

forms the basis of the reflected signal. Using the246

typical rangefinder relation the received laser power247
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Table 2. Overview of the parameters for Eq. (2).

Symbol Quantity

τa Atmospheric transmission loss factor

τo Optical transmission factor

DR Diameter of receiver optics

ρt Target reflectivity

dA Effective surface area of the target

R Distance between LRF and target

θR Target surface angular dispersion

θt Laser beam divergence

Pdet can be determined by248

Pdet =
τ2

a τoD2
RρtdA

R2θR(θtR)2 Ppeak, (2)

with the transmitted peak laser power Ppeak and the249

remaining parameters from Table 2 [37]. The atmo-250

spheric transmission loss factor τa is given by251

τa = e−γR, (3)

with γ being the atmospheric extinction coeffi-252

cient [38]. For the presented calculation γ is set to253

0.096 km−1, which resembles excellent atmospheric254

conditions [38]. Using Eq. (2) together with the spec-255

ifications in the datasheet of the LiDAR Lite v3, the256

maximally achievable measurement distance for var-257

ious target distances and sizes can be inferred for the258

optical setup in Fig. 1b. As the LRF is intended to259

be incorporated into a system consisting of various260

optical elements as seen in Fig. 1a, a loss factor for261

the optical components τo and an increased receiver262

aperture size of 50.8 mm are considered. Fig. 3 shows263

the necessary peak power to measure the distance264

to different target sizes. Due to the noise of most265

detectors of LiDARs, the maximal detection distance266

in reality is influenced by environmental conditions267

such as ambient light and temperature [39]. The268

influence of the effective target surface area dA is269

visible in Fig. 3 through the bend in the laser trans-270

mitter power curves. Above this bend, the required271

laser peak power increases more rapidly with the dis-272

tance, as the laser beam cross section is larger than273

the target, which results in a loss of energy as part of274
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Fig. 3. The effect of different target sizes on the
achievable measurement distance for the LRF of
the small scale prototype system for a challeng-
ing target reflectivity of 30 % and an receiver aper-
ture size of 50.8 mm. The dashed black line repre-
sents the peak laser power of 1.3 W according the
datasheet. Additionally, the impact of the target
material reflectance ρ is depicted in blue for an ob-
ject of 0.05 m x 0.05 m and the reflectance ranging
from 0.05 % to 0.55 %.

the laser light is not reflected by the target. In prac-275

tice, the laser power cannot be simply increased for276

a long range detection considering saturation with277

high gain detectors at short distances and laser safety278

for human eye and skin [39, 40]. Therefore, keeping279

the laser beam cross section smaller than the effective280

surface area maximizes the amount of reflected laser281

light by the target and thus the achievable measure-282

ment distances. The dashed black line represents the283

LRF peak power of 1.3 W resulting in a theoretical284

maximum measurement distance of roughly 70 m for285

a target size of 0.25 m2.286

An important property for the analysis is the target287

reflectivity, as it has a great impact on the system288

performance. Depending on the type and colour of289

the plastic of the UAV a wide range of reflectivity290

ρt is applicable [41, 42]. For the presented model,291

a conservative reflectivity in the lower range of 5 %292

to 55 % is selected, as the properties of an intruding293

UAV is not known a priori. In Fig. 3 the shaded294

blue area shows an achievable measurement range295

between 14 m to 26 m for an object size of 0.05 m296

x 0.05 m for the investigated reflectivity range. As297

stated in Section 2, the small scale prototype system298
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is scalable to longer operational ranges by selecting299

a stronger laser and a lower beam divergence.300

4. DISTANCE MEASUREMENT STRATEGY301

The position of a UAV in a video frame is extracted302

by computer vision algorithms. As the goal is a303

proof of concept of the proposed design, the Ker-304

nelized Correlation Filter (KCF) tracker provided by305

OpenCV [43] is used, which is initialized manually to306

track a certain object. Based on the position provided307

by the algorithm, the LRF is accurately aligned by the308

FSM to obtain the distance to the object. Combining309

the object position within a frame with the measured310

distance, an exact horizontal localization of the ob-311

jects relative position to the setup is calculated by312

x = R · tan(α)
fx

fw
, (4)

where α represents half of the angular horizontal313

FoV, R the distance to the object, fx the offset of the314

object from the frame center in pixels in vertical315

direction and fw the frame width in pixels. A316

similar calculation returns the y coordinate or the317

vertical position of the object replacing fx with the318

offset in vertical direction fy. The center of the319

coordinate system is situated at the telescope entry320

and by knowing the telescope position, the object321

can be localized precisely. In addition to knowing322

the precise object location, the object size can be323

determined based on the distance and the number of324

pixels covered by the object.325

The benefit of the proposed concept is the possibility326

to align the laser to the UAV without the need of327

performing a scan with the laser to initially find328

the UAV. Nevertheless, as shown in the Section 5,329

some measurements might still miss the UAV due330

to non perfect bounding box localization by the331

computer vision algorithm and due to the complex332

shape of UAVs. Increasing the beam divergence,333

similar to flashing LiDAR, is an approach to deal334

with this issue, but this increases the required335

laser power according to Eq. (2) and is therefore336

not feasible. Another solution, at the expense of337

system bandwidth, is to perform a local scan of338

the area suggested by the bounding box of the339

computer vision algorithm using the FSM. The latter340

approach is selected, where multiple laser distance341

measurements are conducted inside the bounding342

box using a raster scanning trajectory. The obtained343

data points are clustered via the k-means clustering344

algorithm to extract the object in the foreground.345

The average distance of the foreground cluster is346

taken as the measured UAV distance.347

Additionally, the setup allows to measure the dis-348

tance to multiple objects in real-time by realigning349

the laser beam direction through tip and tilt motions350

of the FSM. When measuring the distance to an351

increasing number of objects, the system bandwidth,352

meaning the distance measurements performed353

per UAV, is reduced. After acquiring a frame and354

subsequently the positions through the computer355

vision algorithm, the bandwidth is comprised356

of the sequential FSM alignment and the LRF357

measurement. To improve the system performance358

the path between UAVs travelled by the FSM is359

optimized to reduce the movement of the mirror. To360

achieve this optimization, a brute force approach361

is chosen to calculate the shortest path between362

multiple UAVs.363

364

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS365

For the experimental analysis, indoor tests at room366

temperature are performed using targets of differ-367

ent sizes and materials to quantify the distance mea-368

surement capabilities of the small scale setup. Fur-369

thermore, experiments with UAVs are conducted to370

test the effect of small and complex shaped objects371

on achievable distances. Finally, an evaluation of372

the multi-object measurement performance is con-373

ducted.374
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Fig. 4. Measured maximum distances for different
target sizes and materials using the small scale
prototype system.
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A. Target size375

The first part of the experiments examines the achiev-376

able distances of the small scale prototype system377

for varying target sizes, distances and materials to378

validate the presented model in Section 3. The eval-379

uation setup is inspired by the LAS test station by380

Inframet, where the distance to targets of different381

sizes and reflectivity is measured [44]. In contrast382

to the proposed procedure, two smaller targets with383

the dimensions of 0.2 m x 0.2 m and 0.1 m x 0.1 m384

are added, which correspond to smaller UAV sizes385

like consumer drones. To obtain the maximum mea-386

surable distance, a target is used, which is larger387

than the beam diameter resulting in a maximum op-388

eration range of 70 m. The increase in achievable389

distance compared to the information provided in390

the datasheet is largely contributed to the added391

receiver optics L4. The results for different target392

sizes and materials are presented in Fig. 4 and the393

impact of the decreasing object surface is evident394

for the white wall, as long distances are achievable395

due to its strong reflectivity. The laser beam area396

increases with the distance and as the target size is397

surpassed, less power is reflected and more transmit398

power is needed to further increase the operational399

range, which manifests itself as the steep increase400

in the required laser peak power curves visible in401

Fig. 3. To mitigate this problem, the laser beam di-402

vergence can be further reduced. Comparing the403

measurement results in Fig. 4 to the model in Fig. 3404

the model shows slightly longer expected distances405

for example 70 m for a target size of 0.25 m2 com-406

pared to the measured 66 m. To evaluate small and407

complex shaped objects, the maximal measurement408

distance to a DJI Mini 2 is measured at 15 m, which409

fits within the lower range of the expected distances410

as presented in Fig. 3 in the shaded blue area. The411

experiments show that the estimation of achievable412

distances according to the model in (2) corresponds413

to the measured results.414

B. Multi-object measurement415

In the following an analysis of the system bandwidth,416

which corresponds to the achievable frame rate, is417

given. The camera represents a fundamental limit418

achieving 24 FPS. Processing of a frame by computer419

vision algorithms to extract the object location adds420

delay, however, for multi target tracking parallel ap-421

proaches can reduce the inference time. After obtain-422

ing the object position within a camera frame, the423

multi-object distance measurement is executed se-424

quentially. The main components limiting the band-425

width are the FSM and the LRF. As stated in Section 2426

the LRF has a bandwidth of 117 Hz or 8.5 ms between427

each measurement. The FSM has a −3 dB bandwidth428

of 750 Hz for small drive angles of a few millidegrees.429

To support coverage of the complete camera FoV, the430

mirror has to be operated in the full angular range431

of ± 1.5◦, which reduces the bandwidth to 154 Hz432

or a settling time of 6.5 ms. To obtain the settling433

time, a step response is applied as an input signal to434

the FSM, which results in a 3◦ mirror step. The time435

between the application of the input signal and the436

first intersection with the step response is defined437

as settling time, as the FSM controller is tuned to438

have a small overshoot. The time of communication439

components responsible for sending position com-440

mands to the FSM is neglected as it is in the range of441

microseconds.442
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Fig. 5. Experimentally measured time required
by the LRF and the FSM to measure the distance
to multiple objects depending on the trajectory
travelled by the FSM.

Fig. 5 shows the time needed by the LRF and the443

FSM to measure between 2 to 4 stationary objects444

comparing different trajectories taken by the FSM.445

The results indicate that a trajectory optimization al-446

ready improves the performance when measuring447

the distance to two objects, as the path travelled448

by the FSM is reduced significantly compared to449

a random trajectory selection. The experimentally450

obtained bandwidth of the complete system, when451

applying trajectory optimization is 24 FPS for the452

measurement of one or two objects, 20 FPS for three453
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objects and 14 FPS for four objects, when using a454

single LRF measurement per object. Fig. 6 shows455

an example of a multi-object distance measurement.456

The blurry image is the result of a small dichroic mir-457

ror (cf. Fig. 1a) not covering the aperture L1 of the458

camera and therefore creating two optical paths for459

the visual light, which passes through and beside460

the dichroic mirror. As the dichroic mirror has a dif-461

ferent refractive index than the surrounding air, the462

two optical paths distort the resulting image quality.463

The image quality can be improved either by using a464

large dichroic mirror that fills up the entire aperture465

or by reducing the size of the optical setup of L1 and466

L2 to fit the dichroic mirror. For the proof of concept467

the image quality is sufficient and does not reduce468

the performance of the used KCF tracker.469

541

422

612

407

Fig. 6. Example of a multi-object distance measure-
ment. The numbers on top of the bounding boxes
indicates the distance to the objects in centimeter.
The circle within the bounding boxes shows the
size of the laser spot relative to the object size.

C. Local scanning470

A crucial consideration for the measurement of471

small and complex shaped objects like UAVs is472

the inherent possibility of missing the target. A473

reason for a laser pulse miss is inaccurate localiza-474

tion provided by the computer vision algorithm475

combined with inadequate laser beam divergence.476

For single LRF measurements, the best approach477
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Fig. 7. Measured reliability of single LRF measure-
ment compared to local scanning using 16 LRF
measurements to obtain the distance. The bound-
ing boxes are initialized with a random offset to
the ideal ground truth bounding box. The random
offset is in an interval between 1 and 0.5 regarding
the intersection over union.

is to align the LRF with the bounding box center478

as depicted by the circles in Fig. 6. To reduce the479

number of miss measurements, the local scanning480

approach presented in Section 4 is used. For local481

scanning, a correct measurement is achieved, when482

the output of the clustering algorithm corresponds483

to the distance between UAV and the setup ± 0.1 m.484

Fig. 7 shows the results of comparing the single485

LRF measurement to the local scan, whereas a non486

ideal bounding box to object overlap is simulated.487

In object detection, an object is widely considered488

correctly detected, when the suggested bounding489

box overlaps with the ground truth bounding box490

by 50 % resulting in an intersection over union of491

0.5 [45]. Therefore, for the evaluation, the tracker is492

initialized 50 times on a UAV with a random offset493

to the UAV center to simulate ideal and non-ideal494

tracker outputs. The offset between ground truth495

and initialized bounding box lies within 1 and496

0.5 in terms of intersection over union and the497

reliability is calculated as the percentage of correct498

distance measurements. For the single measurement,499

a reduction in the measurement probability is500

observed for longer distances, which coincides with501

Fig. 3. If the bounding box is not accurately aligned502

with the target, not enough light is reflected to be503

detected by the LRF. The results clearly indicate an504
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improved measurement reliability when using a505

local bounding box scan at the expense of a reduced506

system bandwidth. The impact on bandwidth is507

analysed in Fig. 8, where the probability of a correct508

measurement is plotted against the measurement509

duration. Different values for the duration are510

obtained by increasing the number of performed511

laser acquisitions from 1 to a maximum of 16512

following a raster trajectory. Compared to Fig. 7 the513

one shot measurements score a higher probability,514

as the bounding box is initialized ideally on the515

UAV for this experiment. For longer distances, the516

probability of a correct measurement decreases, as517

the laser spot size is larger than the target object518

itself. By applying a local scanning measurement519

reliability can be increased.520

The implemented small scale prototype system521

demonstrates real-time ranging of multiple UAVs522

enabling each second 14 distance measurements523

per object when measuring the distance to 4 objects.524

Furthermore, the probability to correctly measure525

the distance can be increased by introducing local526

scanning.527

528

6. CONCLUSION529

A scalable telescope based laser ranging system has530

been designed and developed that is capable to mea-531

sure the distance to multiple UAVs using the posi-532

tional information within a camera frame. The key533

concept is the combination of the optical paths of the534

visual light and the laser light, which allows fast laser535

to target alignment using an FSM. The laser beam is536

aligned based on information extracted by computer537

vision algorithms, making elaborate laser scanning538

of the whole FoV in search for a target redundant.539

This idea enables to perform a single LRF measure-540

ment to obtain the distance to a UAV, hence enabling541

multi UAV localization in real-time. With the pro-542

posed design and implemented prototype system a543

bandwidth of 14 Hz per object when measuring the544

distance to 4 objects and 20 Hz for 3 objects is achiev-545

able. The measurement reliability can be increased546

by introducing local scanning of the bounding box.547

Future work will focus on improving the measure-548

ment range, by incorporating a stronger laser with a549

smaller beam divergence and the integration of the550

system to a commercial telescope.551
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